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Theme Width Option Non-Functional

Status
Pending

Subject
Theme Width Option Non-Functional

Version
17.x
18.x
19.x

Category
- Error
- Usability
- Regression

Feature
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
John Morris

Lastmod by
John Morris

Rating
★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ (0) 🥀

Description
the latest release 17.1 no longer allows the theme width to be changed by pixel or percentage. Up through 17.0 the theme width could be fixed at a percentage, or a pixel, 85% or 1170px.

There are only two options now, full width, or default width. The custom theme width no longer seems to be operational.

Please see show instance.
Thank you.

5-16-2019 update: this issue has returned in Tiki19

Solution
Rollback to previous working state.
https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/64231
https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/64232
UPDATE: This problem I believe is solved in Tiki 20 and trunk (to be Tiki 21) by SVN commits r71241 and r71242, in the case of inputting a width in pixels. In my localhost Tiki 18, I didn't see the problem (entering a pixel width is effective). I didn't test with percentage widths.

Workaround
If you want to limit that to 700px for example, add in your Custom CSS:

```css
@media (min-width: 1200px) { .container { width:700px; } }
```

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
10 easy

Priority
70

Demonstrate Bug
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

SVN update
Ticket ID
6464

Created
Saturday 07 October, 2017 01:02:45 GMT-0000

LastModif
Thursday 17 October, 2019 16:47:11 GMT-0000

Comments

luciash d' being ‍♂️ 10 Oct 17 11:32 GMT-0000

Confirmed. Thanks John for pointing that out! Someone added the nice "pixels" text input field Bootstrap addon to the field but forgot that now the px will be missing from the generated inline CSS, so the value does not work 😞

John Morris 11 Oct 17 04:04 GMT-0000

Glad to have found it Luci,
I have a question, in the custom css, how would I fix the width to a percentage.
Also, any chance of this getting fixed so we don't have to resort to custom css for this native feature?
Thanks Luci
luciash d' being ‍♂️ 11 Oct 17 04:10 GMT-0000

Just try to change the 700px to 70% for example?
Yep, there is a chance 😊

John Morris 11 Oct 17 04:06 GMT-0000

Thanks for the workaround luci, appreciate it much!

luciash d' being ‍♂️ 11 Oct 17 05:04 GMT-0000

Tracked it down to https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/62150#diff-22 but that did not introduce the px removal regression. That is removed by the 'filter' => 'digits', line.

luciash d' being ‍♂️ 11 Oct 17 05:37 GMT-0000

Fixed in https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/64232
Please check and close the item if looks good to you.

John Morris 14 Oct 17 18:08 GMT-0000

Luci, I svn'd up the new version to the show instance, and all works well, thanks so much for your help!

John Morris 16 May 19 16:29 GMT-0000

This issues has returned in Tiki19

John Morris 16 May 19 16:31 GMT-0000

No show instance for tiki19 available.
John Morris 17 May 19 14:29 GMT-0000

Actually I am unable to adjust the layout width of the tiki19 using px or % or none. Layout width seems to be non functional all together. All custom CSS is disabled, pretty much a vanilla installation, any suggestions? Thanks

John Morris 27 Jun 19 15:10 GMT-0000

This seemed like a pretty easy fix last time, easy for me to say right! 😊 But it's a pretty important one I feel for layout purposes, anyone have any work arounds at this point?

John Morris 27 Jun 19 15:20 GMT-0000

tiki19 show created, password is 01234

John Morris 06 Jul 19 13:10 GMT-0000

Theme width Non functional in Tiki20 as well, just a heads up devs. Thanks! We can do full width but that's it, to adjust to custom widths will not work.

I tried to update the versions in this tracker but I cannot save tracker updates. Tiki versions 19 and 20 are effected with the theme width bug.

John Morris 06 Jul 19 13:25 GMT-0000

Work around:

```
body:not(.fixed_width) .container {
  padding-left: 15px;
  padding-right: 15px;
  width: auto;
  max-width: 80%;
}
```

Gary Cunningham-Lee 17 Oct 19 16:50 GMT-0000
This should be fixed now in branch 20 and trunk (do a file update or wait til the next release), by commits r71241 and r71242.

John Morris 30 Oct 19 11:37 GMT-0000
Thanks Gary

John Morris 30 Oct 19 11:45 GMT-0000
SVN'd up this show instance and no change in theme width issue.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 30 Oct 19 12:21 GMT-0000
What is the username/password for the show instance? I can't seem to log in.

Looking at the page's code in the browser DOM inspector, I see the old container width rule ("width: ~"), not the new one introduced by my SVN commit ("max-width: ~"). I don't know why this would be, if the instance has been updated. Setting the fixed width size does work as expected (using pixels but not percent) in my local Tiki instances since the SVN commit.

luciash d' being 🍎 30 Oct 19 13:07 GMT-0000
admin/01234

Gary Cunningham-Lee 30 Oct 19 13:11 GMT-0000
Thanks, luci. I was close but not quite, with my attempts ;-) .

Gary Cunningham-Lee 30 Oct 19 13:13 GMT-0000
The show instance is Tiki 19. I only committed the fix to branch 20 and trunk (to be Tiki 21). For branch 19, you can use this in custom CSS:

```
@media (min-width: 1200px) { .container { max-width:1400px; } }
```
(replacing 1400 with the pixel width of your choice)

**John Morris** 30 Oct 19 20:02

GMT-0000

Thanks Gary. I clicked on SVN update button, I guess nothing updated.

---

The original document is available at [http://dev.tiki.org/item6464-Theme-Width-Option-Non-Functional](http://dev.tiki.org/item6464-Theme-Width-Option-Non-Functional)